PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

A Time to Choose
Why our choices are governed by
our value systems

She was trying to decide what the next step in
her life was to be. Should she leave where she
lived right now in Spain and move countries?
She felt she had two choices, the UK or
Germany but neither seemed right or easy to do.
She felt bad because she was making no choice
and thus staying in Spain by default. Because
of this lack of choice she felt disempowered, a
victim of her circumstances. She was stressed
and felt pressured about her decisions, which
completed the vicious circle and made her felt
completely powerless.

The panic began to dissipate and she could
relax and become more focused in the present
moment and what real choices were available
to her. This did not mean that everything was
sorted there and then, far from it and she is still
in the process of making the “final” decision,
but seeing everything as a choice in her life did
help her feel better about herself. And when we
feel better about ourselves we begin to see the
wood for the trees.
I was speaking with another client about choices
recently. She was telling me quite forcefully
that sometimes we do not have a choice, we
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Our choices are very governed by our value
system and this is where the confusion around
choices can happen. We can choose to stay
within our value system or we can choose to
ignore it. More often than not our values do
have a huge influence over our choices, and
that’s a good thing.

I was talking with a client recently and she
mentioned that one of the things she had
noticed that we came back to again and again
was my invitation to always make a choice.

I suggested that instead of looking at her life as
a choice between two countries she looked at it
as a decision between three countries. Put Spain
into the picture. By making it a choice to stay
in Spain right now, rather than something that
was just happening to her, she immediately
began to feel better.
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But never confuse a values-based decision with
being a victim of circumstance. There is no
“have to” in this world. We might not like
the choices we face but if we can stay in the
mindset of it being a choice then we take back
both the control and responsibility for our lives
and from that space we are in a stronger mental
position to handle whatever arises in our life.

cannot do what we want. In her situation she
had two children and she told me that what
she’d really like to do is pack up everything
and go to India for two years. She told me that
that simply wasn’t possible and that she had no
choice but to stay where she was.
At that point I played devil’s advocate and
replied that in fact she did have the choice. She
could leave her kids with her ex-husband and
go to India. She could decide that India would
be an amazing experience for her kids and take
them with her. At this point she got even more
agitated. I pointed out that her reaction to these
suggestions was so strong because for her they
were not choices. These options went against
her values, family being one of the highest of
her values. But with that said – she still had a
choice. She might not like the choice – but she
did have one.

This principle of making everything a choice
is true for every area of your life. Whatever
situations you face, if you can remember that
you always have a choice then it will help you
immensely. Whenever you are faced with a
decision that makes you feel like you are stuck
between a rock and hard place remember that
even then this is a moment to make it a choice.
At that point if you decide that you cannot
choose – know that in fact you have chosen.
Trouble is that when you decide not to choose
is when you immediately feel disempowered –
and that does not feel good.
So if you are faced with a situation in which you
feel like you have no choice – stop and look for
where the choices are. You may not like them
but they are there – for sure. Then decide to
step up to the plate and make a choice. Take
control and you will be far more armed to
handle whatever the outcome may be.
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